
Transparency is a
fundamental element of the
relationship between my
advisor and me. I must be able
to understand the terms of our
relationship and their
capabilities and limits. We
work from a clear and
measurable plan. At all times,
I must be able to understand
what my assets are and how I
am doing, and I must have a
deep awareness of the risks I
face.

Will I know what
my goals are and
whether I am
really achieving
them?

The safety of my assets and
my information is critical. I
have the right to expect that
my advisor will use their
utmost efforts to protect my
privacy, the integrity of my
information, and the value of
my assets. At all times, I must
have the ability to access my
assets and move them to
another advisor without
experiencing adverse
consequences.

What happens to
my assets in a
crisis? Who has
access to my
private data and
when do they have
it?

I have the right to expect a
strong, sincere commitment
from my advisor. He or she
must put my interests ahead
of their own and their firm’s,
work hard on my behalf, and
treat me fairly. He or she must
be truthful with me, give me
the benefit of their best
thinking, and adhere to
regulations, laws, and ethical
standards.

Will you always
put my interests
ahead of your own
and your firm's?

My advisor must clearly
communicate his or her
capabilities and credentials.
My advisor must strive at all
times to carry out their work
accurately and in an organized
manner, keeping solutions as
simple as possible but no
simpler, with accuracy and
precision, and he or she must
remain flexible, willing to
absorb and react thoughtfully
to new information and ideas.

Do you deliver on
what you say you
will do and do you
truly understand
the tools that you
use to serve my
needs?

My advisor must be aware of
other advisors’ expertise, meet
with me and them at least
annually and proactively seek
their counsel (with my
permission) when doing so
may affect the advice they
give me. My advisor
collaborates with me in their
work process and educates me
and my family while being
open to being educated by us.

Do you take
responsibility to
ensure an overall
effective solution
across all relevant
advisors serving
my family?

I will be honest and
follow the law. I will
take responsibility
for the decisions I
have made. I agree
to compensate my
advisor fairly and to
honor our
agreement.

In what ways do
we as an office
and a family report
information? How
will that hinder a
trusted advisor
from fully serving
us?

I will plan, prepare,
and make decisions
in a timely manner. I
will help focus my
advisors efforts
where they are best
used and needed
and mentor and
teach other members
of my family and
team over time to
work with the
advisor.

Does the family
regard themselves
as purely "clients"
or do they see
themselves as
partners in
creating a highly
functional
organization?

I will build trust
with my advisor and
will grant him the
confidence and
information
necessary to do the
job I expect. That
advisor will also
have my frank and
honest feedback
about my
satisfaction.

Have I built a
culture of
confidence and
trust building that
would ensure my
family would know
a person in whom
they should put
their confidence if
they came along?

Please participate in the further
development of these rights at
www.8by8.org
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This is a sample of
one of one of the
eight
meta-questions
(part of a diligence
questionnaire) still
to be developed  to
be used by
investors to find
trustworthy
advisors.

http://www.8by8.org/

